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Handball Regional League:
Wülfratherinnen take victory

  85By Andre Volkmann - 4. September 2023 "

Wülfrath. The ladies of the TB Wülfrath have the regional league game
against Tschft. St. Tönis won with 29:21.

The staff ceiling of the Gymnastics Association had clearly relaxed after the return
of Simone Fränken and Melina Otte, but Melanie Schindodwski was not yet in action
in the goal due to her ligament injury. The start of the game was impressive - the
defense hardly allowed any conclusions, what came through was the safe loot of
Klara Stausberg. From the stable defense, the Wülfratherinnen were able to pull up
their fast game forward and score one goal after another - so it was 6:0 after eight
minutes and David von Essen took his first green card.

Tönis reacted to our cover formation and was successful in the attack. The main
problem of the TBW were the many technical errors - "we simply did not get the
balls to the next playing station," says coach Jörg Büngeler, "thus took conclusion
options and opened Tönis the opportunity to counterattack. In addition, our
presence in the defense decreased."

St. Tönis came closer and would have been in the 25th. Minute at the stand of
12:12 can take the lead for the first time by seven meters. But Wülfrather keeper
Klara Stausberg was on the spot.

Until half-time, Jule Kürten and Lena Feldstedt were able to increase - practically
with the half-time whistle - and expand the lead to two goals.

In the half-time speech, the last 20 minutes were discussed and the procedure for
the second half was agreed. The reaction of the Wülfrath team was strong - similar
to the beginning of the half-time, the defense was very good and exerted a lot of
pressure on the attack of Tönis. In the 33rd. Minute, the Kalkstadt women were
again four goals ahead (17:13). In the 40th Minute there were already six goals.
Also, two breaks from David von Essen did not let ourselves be dissuaded from the
path. In the 56th Minute we had scored the maximum lead of 9 goals (27:18).
Thus, we have made a good start to the season with 4:0 points and are challenged
next Saturday in Bonn.

Game statistics

Feature film: 6:0 7:1 8:3 9:8 12:9 13:12 15:13 17:14 21:15 22:17 24:18 27:19
28:20 29:21

Team: Kirsten Buiting (2), Nele Eckert (3), Lena Feldstedt (2), Simone Fränken (2),
Nadine Hölterhoff (2), Ines Krone, Jule Kürten (10/4), Kristin Meyer (2), Sina Meyer
(2), Melina Otte (2), Lisa Sippli, Paula Stausberg (2), Klara Stausberg

Other: Friederike Büngeler, Melanie Schindowski, and Grace Komdoum are injured.

A handball is on a goal net. Photo: pixabay/symbolic image
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Great tip - News from Velbert, Wülfrath, Heiligenhaus and the entire district of Mettmann.

Contact us: redaktion@supertipp-online.de
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